1999 dodge dakota thermostat

Designed for seamless fit and enduring functionality, Stant OE replacement thermostats provide
accurate control of coolant for steady working temperature of your vehicle's engine. Founded in
, Stant manufactures world-c We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Thermostat part. Product Fit. Opening Temperature Rating.
Quantity Sold. Shop Dodge Dakota Thermostat. Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Display item:. Sort
by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: GAT Part Number: ST Product
Details Quantity Sold : Sold individually. Product Details Notes : Reverse poppet design;
Economy thermostat type; 0. Part Number: CRT. Part Number: H Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of
17 results. Featured Brands. Stant Thermostat Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers.
Gates Thermostat Manufacturer S. Hypertech Thermostat Manufacturer Crown Thermostat
Manufacturer T. Crown Automotive is renowned for manufacturing the highest quality OEM
replacement parts for Jeeps from to the present model year. Painless Thermostat Manufacturer
Jun 14, Temperature rating is accurate and it fit properly. Purchased on Aug 04, Jun 10, The part
was good quality and the delivery was prompt Thanks. Purchased on Jul 11, So far so good. I
own a small business for 42 years for which we own numerous not counting the little stuff like
chain saws and whackers pieces of equipment 24 engines from a lowly 6 cyl. Nissan to a
behemoth B Cat. We live miles from 'civilzation', meaning we don't just hop in a rig and go buy a
bolt. I've decided to try purchasing parts here, online, to see if they hold up any better. This
thermostat goes in an old Ford F and it is the 4th. I spent about double for the part, but hope it
holds up for years. Only time will tell. Purchased on Feb 11, Helpful Automotive Resources.
When the coolant temperature in your radiator and your engine is outside the normal range,
your PCM may trigger code P What are the Possible Causes of the P Code? Defective or
malfunctioning engine coolant temperature sensorLow engine coolant. Main Components of
Your Cooling System 4. Prevents oil, anti-freeze and cylinder pressure from mixing together. A
Short Course on Fuel Systems The most common fuels in use today are gasoline and diesel,
however, a number of new fuels are hitting the market or show promise for the future. More on
those alternative fuels at the end of this article. If the engine temperature is too low, fuel
economy will suffer and emissions will rise. If the temperature is allowed to get too hot for too.
This can be caused by a faulty thermostat. When a defective thermostat no longer opens, the
engine will overheat and cause a breakdown. P Code: Insufficient Coolant Temperature for
Closed Loop Fuel Control The engine not getting up to the temperature needed for closed-loop
operation might affect fuel economy. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. One of the most common and inconvenient problems with the Dodge
Dakota is when it has no heat coming from the heater. Not having a functioning heater makes
driving much less comfortable, and can be a sign of certain issues. At the simplest level, there
are two main reasons why the heater is not working. If the heat is blowing, but blowing cold, it
has something to do with the coolant getting to the heater core, or the heater core itself. At the
simplest level possible, the heater works by passing hot coolant from the engine into a tiny
radiator called the heater core. At this point, the blower motor blows air across the it and the
newly heated air blows on to the driver and passengers. If the heater has stopped working in
your Dakota, this process has failed in one way or another. There is almost never a situation
where you would need to take the radiator cap off of the radiator to add coolant. The exception
to that would be when you would have reason to believe that the hose going from the reservoir
to the radiator is clogged. While not having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it
can also cause your Dakota to not be able to create enough heat. You can verify this by
checking the coolant level by taking a peek at the overflow reservoir. The overflow reservoir will
be connected to the radiator by a tube coming from the top usually right by the radiator cap.
Some vehicles only have full hot. It does this by allowing water to enter the engine when it is
getting hot, and by keeping coolant from entering while the vehicle warms up. Sometimes when
a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck open. This allows the coolant to continuously enter the
engine. If your Dakota has a built in temperature gauge, take a look at it and see if it is in the
spot it is normally in after a bit of driving. The heater core itself can go bad. Over time, they are
known to clog and fail. Without the warm coolant going through it, there can be no heat. A bad
heater core can also leak, so watch out for that. There are two hoses coming to and from the
heater core. They both should feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on. If one of the
hoses is hot, and the other one is cold, that is a pretty good indication that the heater core is
clogged. If the neither hose has any heat, you may have air in the cooling system, low fluid, or
low pressure. If you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than
normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water
pump. Try taking the vehicle out of gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the serpentine belt

going to the water pump going bad can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But, using the info
above about how and why a heater would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is anything you
would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Low Coolant While not having
enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Dakota to not be able
to create enough heat. Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If you look at
your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat
coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Accessory Belt Idler Pulley. Accessory Belt Tension Pulley.
Accessory Belt Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Assembly.
Auxiliary Fan Control Unit. Bypass Hose. Cooling System Adapter. Engine Coolant System
Pressure Tester. Engine Cooling Fan. Engine Cooling Fan Spacer Kit. Engine Water Pump
Hardware Kit. Engine Water Pump Kit. Engine Water Pump Stud Kit. Engine Water Pump with
Fan Clutch. Expansion Tank. Expansion Tank Cap. Fan Blade. Fan Clutch. Radiator Cap.
Radiator Cap Tester Adapter. Radiator Fan Assembly. Radiator Hose. Radiator Hose Set.
Radiator and Hose Kit. Thermostat Gasket. Thermostat Housing Gasket. Water Distribution
Pipe. Water Flange Gasket. Water Outlet Gasket. Water Pump. Water Pump Gasket. Water Pump
Housing Gasket. Water Pump Inlet Tube. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Body Sheet Metal.
Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. DIY Solutions. Shop By Vehicle. Dorman
Thermostat Housing. Click to Enlarge. Product List Price:. Features: Direct replacement for a
proper fit every time Hoses slide on for easy installation High-quality plastic or metal
construction Includes all hardware necessary for a complete repair where applicable. Shipping
Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Dorman W Thermostat Housing. Features: Directly replaces
the original housing Specifically designed to withstand extreme temperature changes and resist
cracking and leaking Offers original manufacturer quality at lower cost than getting replacement
at dealer Industry-leading design. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Motorad
Thermostat Housing. Mopar Thermostat Housing - Water Pump. Catalog: A. Vehicle Engine
Dodge Dakota. Catalog: F. Catalog: Q. Catalog: H. Catalog: T. Takes a long time to get luke
warm air out of vents never hot if you rev engine and let it idle it gets warmer never constant I
would like a place to start before I just start tearing things apart can I flush just the heater core?
Are there certain vacuum hoses I can check? Do you. Check to see if both heater hoses are hot
first. If they are then you'll have to check your actuators on your heater unit to see if they are
working, they can be either vacuum or electric. Check out this guide with the diagrams below.
Please let us know what you find. Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I let my dodge
dakota warm up for about twenty mins. Then ill start driving it and it will over heat and blow ice
cold heat soo ill shut it off and let sit for ten minutes and then it will be all fine but look warm
heat. So what should I do? Try replacing the thermostat and see what happens Was this answer.
I have replaced the thermostate and flushed out my whole system and it worked for a couple
days but now I got this problem Was this answer. Okay ill try that. How long ago did you
replaced the Stat? About a month ago Was this answer. My dodge dakota had a new heater core
put in it and new therm but whem temp control knob is turned to heat airflow drops to almost
nothing and what does come out isnt hot, I hear a door moving back and forth but wonder if
there is 2 doors that the cable operates and do I have to take heater core housing out to fix. Hi
pb, Thank you for the donation. Seems the cable is out of adjustment. Heater core need not be
removed for adjusting the cable. Here are the procedures. Ensure temperature control cable
housing and core are connected at both heater control panel and heater assembly. Ensure
heater control panel is properly installed. Rotate temperature control knob so that knob pointer
is at 12 o'clock position. Pull temperature control knob straight out from heater control panel
until perimeter of knob not knob pointer protrudes about. Rotate temperature control knob
clockwise so that knob pointer is at one o'clock position. Push in on knob slightly and continue
rotating knob to its full clockwise stop. Place knob pointer at a position about. Release knob. If
knob is pointing at about. If knob is not pointing at about. Rotate temperature control knob
counterclockwise so that knob pointer is at 12 o'clock position. Push temperature control knob
straight into heater control panel until perimeter of knob not knob pointer is flush with base of
heater control panel. Rotate temperature control knob to its full clockwise stop. Knob pointer
should be aimed at end of Red stripe. If knob is pointed at end of Red stripe, go to next step. If
knob is not pointed at end of Red stripe, go back to step 2 and repeat adjustment procedure.
Rotate temperature control knob to its full counterclockwise stop. If knob springs back,
self-adjuster clip securing temperature control cable to blend-air door lever is improperly
installed. If knob does not springs back, temperature control cable adjustment is complete. I
have a Dodge Dakota, V6 engine. I'm getting very little heat. Thermostate has been changed and
system drained and flushed. I'm thinking heater core needs to be flushed seperately how is that

done? Or maybe heater control valve or control. Please help Glen Was this answer. Start the
engine, let it warm up with the heater on high. Feel both heater hoses. If one is cold and one is
hot, then flush the heater core by removing the two hoses and forcing water from a hose
through the core in both directions. They do make kits for them, but usually all that is needed is
water pressure in the opposite direction of normal water flow. After you finish, reconnect the
supply hose to the heater core and tighten. Reattach the return but don't tighten until you start
the engine and allow the coolant to flow through the hose to eliminate air from the system. If
both heater core hoses are hot, then you need to check the blend door. It determines if you get
heat or AC in the vehicle. The Blend door is near the heater core. If it is stuck in the cool
position, you will not get heat. Let me know what you find. I have a 98' Dodge Dakota sports V6
magnum. I live in Michigan, and it is Fricking cold! My air conditioning works awesome, super
cold, but I have no heat. My blower works on all settings, low to high, and I can change vents,
defrost, floor, etc. But there is never any heat blowing. Does anyone know why there is no heat?
I need you to check two things for me. First, make sure the engine is running at a normal
operating temp. Also, with the engine hot and the heater on, feel both heater core hoses. They
should both be hot. Joe Was this answer. The temp gauge reads about , I just had a the system
flushed, and am getting minimal head. The hoses are warm, not extremely hot, the top one is
hotter then the bottom. Thanks for any additional info you can give. Did you have the heater
core flushed? It sounds like there is not enough flow through the heater core. Heater problem
Dodge Dakota 6 cyl Two Wheel Drive Automatic why the heater won't get very warm in my truck,
even I already change out the thermostat. Please help me. Thank you. Hi do you have time to
open the hood to feel around and see if there is heat getting to the interior, by checking the
heater hoses? How many miles are on it, and does the gauge read hot temp? Replaced
thermostat and filled radiator. Engine barely warm and no heat Was this answer. After filling the
radiator did you leave the off cap when you started it up and let it run? Please login or register
to post a reply. Related Heater Not Working Content. Heater Not Working? I Have To Step by
step guide on how to fix your heater, this information pertains to most cars, trucks and SUV's.
Also It Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! My truck would get hot on freeway
running my AC. Took out the degree thermostat and replaced it with the degree thermostat, now
it runs cool. So happy. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Accessory Belt Idler
Pulley. Accessory Belt Tension Pulley. Accessory Belt Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner
Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Control Unit. Bypass Hose. Cooling System
Adapter. Engine Coolant System Pressure Tester. Engine Cooling Fan. Engine Cooling Fan
Spacer Kit. Engine Water Pump Hardware Kit. Engine Water Pump Kit. Engine Water Pump Stud
Kit. Engine Water Pump with Fan Clutch. Expansion Tank. Expansion Tank Cap. Fan Blade. Fan
Clutch. Radiator Cap. Radiator Cap Tester Adapter. Radiator Fan Assembly. Radiator Hose.
Radiator Hose Set. Radiator and Hose Kit. Thermostat Gasket. Thermostat Housing. Thermostat
Housing Gasket. Water Distribution Pipe. Water Flange Gasket. Water Outlet Gasket. Water
Pump. Water Pump Gasket. Water Pump Housing Gasket. Water Pump Inlet Tube. Air Intake.
Body Electrical. Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Drive Belts. Engine
Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. DIY
Solutions. Jet Chips. Motorad UltraStats. Shop By Vehicle. Stant Thermostat. Click to Enlarge.
Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Motorad Thermostat. Notes:
Fail-Safe -- The patented Fail-Safe R thermostat is the only thermostat on the market designed
to lock in the open position, allowing coolant to continue to flow in the event of overheating.
Gates Thermostat. Image is not vehicle specific. Gates W Thermostat. Features: Self-cleaning
and self-aligning thermostat valve Original equipment design provides exact fit and
performance Precise sealing edges reduce leakage and premature cooling Temperature
sensitive heat motor provides consistent valve response for smooth performance and precise
engine cooling Stainless steel assembly and springs are engineered for long life. Gates S
Thermostat. Motorcraft Thermostat. Hypertech Thermostat. AC Delco Thermostat. AC Delco W
Thermostat. Product Remark: F High Flow. Motorad UltraStats Thermostat. DIY Solutions
Thermostat. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Jet Chips Thermostat. Stant Gates W
May 15th, Posted by Craig. Stant Thermostat Click to Enlarge 4 Reviews 4. Catalog: B. Vehicle
Engine Dodge Dakota. Catalog: H. Catalog: A. Vehicle Dodge Dakota. Catalog: C. Catalog: Q.
Catalog: F. Stant Thermostat Click to Enlarge 2 Reviews 4. Thermostats are devices inside the
cooling system of a car that allow the water to circulate throughout the engine to cool down the
various mechanical parts. An engine does not run optimally unless it is at a particular, regulated
temperature. And a thermostat is a type of valve that is designed to open when the engine
reaches a particular temperature. When that temperature is reached, the thermostat valve opens
and the water circulates through the engine cooling it and regulating it. In the Dodge Dakota, a
medium-sized pickup truck, it could be a devastating breakdown if the thermostat sticks or

breaks as the entire engine may be destroyed from overheating. Changing the thermostat in a
Dodge Dakota is not difficult and could save you significant money and time in the long run.
Crawl under the truck and locate the radiator drain plug at the lower passenger side corner of
the radiator. Use the socket set to remove the drain plug and let the radiator fluid drain out into
the catch pan. Locate the thermostat. On the 4. On the
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3. Follow the radiator hoses until you find where the thermostat is bolted in. Use the
screwdriver to remove the bolts and slide the hose off of the thermostat. Place the new
thermostat in its place. Screw the bolts back in to mount the thermostat securely. Fill the
radiator with a water to coolant mixture up to the recommended amount. Step 1 Crawl under the
truck and locate the radiator drain plug at the lower passenger side corner of the radiator. Step
2 Use the socket set to remove the drain plug and let the radiator fluid drain out into the catch
pan. Step 3 Locate the thermostat. Step 4 Use the screwdriver to remove the bolts and slide the
hose off of the thermostat. Step 5 Place the new thermostat in its place. Step 6 Fill the radiator
with a water to coolant mixture up to the recommended amount. Start the truck up to see if the
thermostat is opening or not. Wear goggles and gloves when draining the coolant and do not
store it uncapped as it is dangerous to children and animals.

